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EVERYONE FEELS LIKE AN
IMPOSTER SOMETIMES
SAMANTHA MARION &
LAURA MARTIN
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What you’ll need for this session:

LET’S GET
INTERACTIVE!

Willingness to
participate

In the words of Brené
Brown, be vulnerable!

Your cell phone

Not typical for a speaking
event (we know!) but keep
them handy as we’ll ask you
to text in some responses.

An open mind
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DOES EVERYONE FEEL LIKE AN
IMPOSTER?

What you’ll need
for this activity

Time for an
INTERACTIVE MOMENT!
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Respond at PollEv.com/smarion119

POLLING TIME!

Text SMARION119 to 22333 once to join, the A, B or C
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Respond at PollEv.com/smarion119
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Respond at PollEv.com/smarion119
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SAM & LAURA’S
RESULTS

We have imposter
syndrome!
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So there’s this Women in Textiles
conference I’m probably going to
and a coworker and I were
pondering doing a presentation.

Do it. I have imposter syndrome too and it helps
so much to actually speak out loud about it.

I’m just struggling with imposter
syndrome and thinking I have
anything valuable to speak about.
(And I’m terrified of speaking, but
that’s another growth moment for
me, LOL)

doctor with an MHA from the University of
Michigan leading a major department at an
academic medical center.

boss has it. She’s a Johns Hopkins trained
Why does anyone want to hear fromMyme?

Also, your imposter syndrome is filling your

with lies. IYour
input is valuable
and
I want to be brave enough,head
but
don’t
know…
needed. There need to be more women who
standup and talk about what we struggle with,
so we all know we aren’t alone.

So speak about imposter syndrome
That’s huge

How do I have anything to offer to a room full
Also, please video the presentation because I
Yeah…
of amazing, successful,
women?
miss seeing you.
That’s what I keep landing on

IMPOSTER SYNDROME
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“Some years ago, I was lucky enough [to be] invited to a gathering of great and good people: artists and scientists,
writers and discoverers of things. And I felt that at any moment they would realize that I didn’t qualify to be there,
among these people who had really done things.
On my second or third night there [...] I started talking to a very nice, polite, elderly gentleman about several things,
including our shared first name. And then he pointed to the hall of people, and said words to the effect of,
"I just look at all these people, and I think, what the heck am I doing here? They’ve made amazing things. I just went
where I was sent."
And I said, "Yes. But you were the first man on the moon. I think that counts for something."
And I felt a bit better. Because if

Neil Armstrong felt like an imposter, maybe everyone did.”

- NEIL GAIMAN
(AUTHOR)
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Merriam-Webster,
Words We're Watching

IMPOSTER SYNDROME
Originally called impostor
phenomenon, impostor syndrome, as
it's now usually called, is commonly
understood as a false and sometimes
crippling belief that one's successes
are the product of luck or fraud
rather than skill.
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POLLING TIME!

Respond at PollEv.com/smarion119
Text SMARION119 to 22333 once to join, the A, B or C
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IMPOSTER SYNDROME
Surveys have shown that up to 70% of the population
have suffered from Imposter Syndrome. These numbers
are thought to be higher among women and minorities.
Pause: Even if you don’t think you suffer from IS, take this time to
gain some skills and knowledge to help those around you that
might. Especially if you lead a team with women or minorities.

SURVEY
SAYS
12
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IMPOSTER PHENOMENON
First coined in a 1978 study conducted by two
female psychologists
PAULINE ROSE CLANCE
SUZANNE IMES
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THE IMPOSTER PHENOMENON
IN HIGH ACHIEVING WOMEN:

1978 Journal of Psychotherapy:
Theory, Research & Practice.

DYNAMICS AND THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTION
“The term ‘impostor phenomenon’ is used to designate
an internal experience of intellectual phoniness that
appears to be particularly prevalent and intense
among a select sample of high achieving women….
Despite outstanding academic and professional
accomplishments, women who experience the impostor
phenomenon persist in believing that they are really not
bright and have fooled anyone who thinks otherwise.
Numerous achievements, which one might expect to
provide ample objective evidence of superior
intellectual functioning, do not appear to affect the
impostor belief.”
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• Clance & Imes studied 150 highly successful women with PhD’s, respected in
professional fields, high academics, etc...
• Despite earned degrees, honors, and recognition the women studied did
not experience an internal sense of success, and considered themselves
to be imposters.
• These women also found countless means to discredit evidence that did
not support their beliefs that they were unintelligent.
• They did acknowledge that men too experience this phenomenon, but
stated the frequency needs to be researched.

IMPOSTER SYNDROME
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You do not need to be clinically diagnosed
with Imposter Syndrome to have it.
The symptoms of imposter syndrome are defined, so
someone could self-administer a test regarding those
symptoms to determine whether or not they are currently
experiencing it.
It’s not recognized as a disorder (so it is not in the
DSM-V)
However, it can be associated with other recognized
disorders.

Clinical symptoms most
frequently reported
• Generalized anxiety
• Lack of self-confidence
• Depression
• Frustration related to
inability to meet self-imposed
standards of achievement

IMPOSTER SYNDROME
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WHAT ARE THE ORIGINS?
Group 1
•
•
•

Those with siblings or close relatives who have been designated as the "intelligent" member of
the family.
May have been told directly or indirectly that she is the "sensitive" or socially adept one in
the family.
Family members do not credit her as bright, regardless of what she has accomplished intellectually.

•

One part of her believes the family myth, the other part wants to disprove it.

•

Opportunities to prove it are not acknowledged when successful.

•

Continues to strive for acknowledgement, but fears others are correct.

IMPOSTER SYNDROME
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WHAT ARE THE ORIGINS?
Group 2
•

Family conveys that she is superior in every way.

•

There is nothing she can't do, and it all comes easy to her.

•

Because she is so indiscriminately praised for everything, she begins to distrust her parents'
perceptions of her.
Moreover, she begins to doubt herself.
Realizing that she cannot live up to family's standard, she jumps to the conclusion that
she must be dumb.
She is not a genius; therefore, she must be an intellectual imposter.

•
•
•

IMPOSTER SYNDROME
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FOUR BEHAVIORS, WHICH TEND TO MAINTAIN THE
IMPOSTER PHENOMENON
1. Diligence & Hard work
A fear that your stupidity will be discovered
• The cycle: • Worry about intelligence
• Work hard and cover it up
• Good results
• Receive approval which provides temporary good feelings
• Success is empty because the good feelings are short lived, and the
underlying sense of phoniness is untouched.

IMPOSTER SYNDROME
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FOUR BEHAVIORS, WHICH TEND TO MAINTAIN THE
IMPOSTER PHENOMENON
2. Intellectual inauthenticity
A sense of phoniness, based partly in reality
• Chooses not to reveal real ideas or opinions
• Figures out what others want to hear and shares that
• Avoidance prevents discovering whether or not authentic views would
have been evaluated as sensible.

IMPOSTER SYNDROME
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FOUR BEHAVIORS, WHICH TEND TO MAINTAIN THE
IMPOSTER PHENOMENON
3. Adaptive/Placating behaviors
Uses charm and perceptiveness to win approval/validation
• Goes out of way to impress admired authority figures, studying what they
are most responsive to.
• After gaining acclaim, they do not trust it because their opinions are based
on the tools they used to win others over, and not true skill.
• They continue to believe that if they were truly bright they would not need
outside approval, and would have confidence in their own ability.

IMPOSTER SYNDROME
21
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FOUR BEHAVIORS, WHICH TEND TO MAINTAIN THE
IMPOSTER PHENOMENON
4. Negative societal consequences of confident women
• Going back to 1949 it has been noted that successful or independent
woman can be viewed as a hostile and destructive force within society.
• A woman’s femininity is called into question by her success.
• Maintaining a sense of herself as an intellectual phony may allow her
to avoid societal rejection.

IMPOSTER SYNDROME
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WHAT SUGGESTIONS DID CLANCE AND IMES HAVE TO HELP?
• Imposter Syndrome is often a well guarded secret most women do not
share or talk about with others.
• A group therapy setting or interaction with a group of other high
achieving women who experience the phenomenon is highly recommend
to effectively alter the imposter belief.
• Group settings are also valuable because one woman can see the
dynamics in others and recognize the lack of reality involved.

GET READY TO MINGLE!

Time for another
INTERACTIVE MOMENT!
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GUIDED QUESTIONS
1. Do you relate to any of the four behaviors? How?
2. What does imposter syndrome feel like to you?
3. Have you witnessed imposter behavior in others?
What did that look like?
4. Do you associate with either of the origin stories? In
what way?
5. Share an example of when you faced imposter
syndrome.
6. Do you feel there are societal consequences of being
a confident woman? Explain?
7. Have you ever withdrawn from an experience
because of imposter syndrome?

FOUR
BEHAVIORS
1. Diligence & Hard work
2. Intellectual inauthenticity
3. Adaptive/Placating
behaviors
4. Negative societal
consequences

INTERACTIVE MOMENT!
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THOUGHTS?
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If you want to learn more about
sentence trees, check out this
YouTube video
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TOOLS

Why does a
successful person
feel like a fraud?
| Portia Mount
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TOOLS
Focus on the Facts
Challenge Limiting Beliefs
Get Clear on Strengths
Talk About It
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WHAT TOOLS DO YOU USE?
Focus on the Facts
Challenge Limiting Beliefs
Get Clear on Strengths

SOMETHING TO TALK ABOUT!

Talk About It
Other

Time for another
INTERACTIVE MOMENT!
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THOUGHTS?
30
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So I have to admit that today, even 12 years
after graduation [from
Harvard],
insecure
I have
writtenI’m
11still
books
but each time I think I am not a writer. I’ve been
about my own worthiness.
to remind
myself
‘Uh-oh,I have
they’re
going to
find out now. I’ve run a
fooling myself and other
‘You think, “Why would anyone want to
today, You are heregame
for a reason.
Today, I and
feel they’re going to find
on everybody,
people.—John Steinbeck
see me again in a movie? And I don’t
much like I did whenme
I came
to Harvard
Yard as a
out.’—Maya
Angelou
know how to act anyway, so why am I
freshman in 1999 … I felt like there had been
doing
this?”Meryl
Streep
Every
time
I was called
in class,smart
I wasenough
sure that
I was about to
some
mistake
— thatonI wasn’t
to be
embarrass
myself. Every
timeevery
I tooktime
a test,
I was sure
in this company
and that
I opened
my that it had
The beauty of the impostor
gone
badly.
And every
embarrass
myself
— orthe
even
mouth
I would
have totime
prove
I wasn’t
justthat
a dumb
" II didn’t
still
believe
at
any time
no-talent syndrome is you vacillate
excelled
—…
I believed
thatyour
I had
fooled
everyone
yet again.
actress.
Sometimes
insecurities
and
your
police
will come
and
arrest
me." - One
Mike Myersbetween extreme
dayinexperience
soon, the jig may
would
be you
up …
phenomenon
lead
to This
embrace
other of capable "The exaggerated
egomania esteem
and a complete
people
beingexpectations,
plagued by standards,
self-doubt or
hasvalues,
a name
people’s
but— the impostorin which my
feeling
of: ‘I’m
a fraud! Oh
lifework
is held
syndrome.
menthat
andinexperience
women are susceptible
to the impostor makes meGod,
you canBoth
harness
to carve out
on toI me! I’m
verythey’re
ill at ease.
syndrome,
butpath
women
tendthat
to experience
it more
intensely and be
your own
— one
is free of the
burden
a
fraud!’
.
.
.
just
feel compelled to think of try to ride
more
it.—Sheryl
Sandberg,
In a path
of limited
knowingbyhow
things are
supposedLean
to be,
myself asthe
an egomania
involuntarywhen it
that is defined by its own particular set of
andEinstein
enjoy it, and
swindler."comes
- Albert
reasons.—Natalie Portman, Harvard
then slide through the idea
Commencement 2015
of fraud—Tina Fey
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VIDEOS
The Surprising Solution to
the Imposter Syndrome
| Lou Solomon

Why does a successful
person feel like a fraud?
| Portia Mount

How you can use imposter
syndrome to your benefit
| Mike Cannon
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ARTICLES
How to handle impostor
syndrome
| Medical News Today
Yes, Impostor Syndrome
Is Real. Here's How to
Deal With It
| Time Magazine

How to Overcome
‘Impostor Syndrome’
| New York Times
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